Incident: Two JLG 860SJ were discovered with sheared bolts in the swivel area of the JLG. The manufacturer and vendor have been contacted about the situation.

Date of Incident: June 24, 2007

Description:
On a construction project in the northwest US, two JLG 860SJ were discovered with sheared bolts in the swivel area of the JLG. The bolts are concealed by a cover plate, making this difficult to discover during daily inspections. Both the vendor and manufacturer have been contacted to investigate the causal factor.

Products Included in this Notice:
JLG 860 SJ

* Picture of JLG 860 SJ
* Picture of cover plate and sheared bolts
* Picture shows the sheared bolts under plate
* Picture of replaced bolts in one of the units
Possible Actions To Prevent Recurrence: *The following outlines the steps to take immediately:*

1. Locate all 860SJ JLG’s on your site or facility.
2. Have your maintenance personnel or vendor remove the cover plate and inspect in accordance with the manufacturer’s maintenance manual to see the following:
   a. Any sheared bolts
   b. Corroded bolts
   c. Any damage to the bolts
3. If the swivel bolts are damaged, remove your JLG from service.
4. Contact your vendor and/or the manufacturer to arrange replacement and proper maintenance.
5. If renting this model, have vendor remove cover plate and inspect bolts for damage.

Contact your local/Regional ES&H Representative for any further details.

*Authorized by:* Chris Forbes (BCI ES&H Manager)